Abstract. This paper presents a robotic vision system that automatically retrieves and positions surgical instruments in the robotized laparoscopic surgical environment. The goal of the automated task is to bring the instrument from an unknown or hidden position to a desired location specified by the surgeon on the endoscopic image. To achieve this task, a special instrument-holder is designed that projects laser dot patterns onto the organ surface which are seen on the endoscopic images. Then, the surgical instrument positioning is done using an automatic visual servoing from the endoscopic image. Our approach is successfully validated in a real surgical environment by performing experiments on living pigs in the surgical training room of IRCAD.
Introduction
Robotic laparoscopic systems have recently appeared, e.g., ZEUS (Computer Motion, Inc.) or DaVinci (Intuitive Surgical, Inc.). With these systems, robot arms are used to manipulate the surgical instruments as well as the endoscope. The surgeon tele-operates the robot through master arms using the visual feedback from the laparoscope. This reduces the surgeon tiredness, and potentially increases motion accuracy by the use of a high master/slave motion ratio. Furthermore, teleoperation allows to perform long distance surgical procedures (see e.g. [1] ). In a typical surgical procedure, the surgeon first drives the laparoscope into a region of interest (for example by voice, with the AESOP system of Computer Motion Inc.). Then, he or she drives the surgical instruments at the operating position. A practical difficulty lies in the fact that the instruments are generally not in the field of view at the start of the procedure. Therefore, the surgeon must either blindly move the instruments into the field of view of the endoscope, or zoom out with the endoscope as to get a larger view. Similarly, when the surgeon zoom in or moves the endoscope during surgery, the instruments may leave the endoscope's field of view. Consequently, instruments may have to be moved blindly with a risk of an undesirable contact between instruments and internal organs. Therefore, in order to assist the surgeon, we propose a visual servoing system that automatically brings the instrument at the center of the endoscopic image (see, [2] and [3] for earlier works in that direction). Furthermore, when the instrument is in the field of view, the system provides a measurement of the distance between the organ and the tip of the instrument. Our system also allows to move automatically the instruments at a 3-D location chosen by the surgeon. The surgeon specifies the position in the image (with, e.g., a touch-screen or a mouse-type device) and sets the distance value between the instrument and the organ at his or her convenience. Note that prior research was conducted on visual servoing techniques in laparoscopic surgery in, e.g., [4] , [5] and [6] . However, these systems were guiding the endoscope toward the region of interest instead of the instruments. Our system includes a special device designed to hold the surgical instruments with tiny laser pointers. This laser pointing instrument-holder is used to project laser spots in the laparoscopic image even if the surgical instrument is not in the field of view. The image of the projected laser spots is used to automatically guide the instrument in the field of view. A major difficulty in designing this automatic instrument positioning system lies in the unknown relative position between the endoscope and the robot holding the instrument, and in the use of monocular vision that lacks depth information. In [7] , the authors added an extra laser-pointing endoscope with an optical galvano scanner and a 955 fps high-speed camera to estimate the 3-D surface of the scanned organ. However, their method requires to know the relative position between the laser-pointing endoscope and the camera which is estimated by adding an external camera watching the whole system (OPTOTRAK system). In our approach, instead, we robustly estimate in real time the distance between instrument and organ by using images of optical markers mounted on the tip of the instrument and images of the laser spots projected by the same instrument. Then, visual feedback allows to automatically position the instrument at a desired location. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system configuration and the endoscopic laser pointing instrument prototype. In section 3, robust image processings leading to laser patterns and optical markers detection are briefly explained. The control scheme used to position the instrument by automatic visual feedback is described in section 4. In the final section, we present experimental results in real surgical conditions at the operating room of IRCAD.
System Description

System Configuration
The system configuration used to perform the autonomous positioning of the surgical instrument is shown in figure 1 .a. The system includes a laparoscopic surgical robot and an endoscopic laser pointing instrument-holder. The robot allows to move the instrument across a trocar placed at a first incision point. A second trocar is put in order to insert an endoscopic optical lens which provides the feedback view and whose relative position to the robot base frame is generally unknown.
Endoscopic Laser Pointing Instrument-Holder
We have designed the prototype of an endoscopic laser pointing instrumentholder shown in figure 1.b. It is a 30 cm long metallic pipe with 10 mm external diameter to be inserted through a 12 mm standard trocar. Its internal diameter is 5 mm so that a standard laparoscopic surgical instrument can fit inside. The head of the instrument-holder contains miniature laser collimators connected to optical fibers which are linked to external controlled laser sources. This device allows to remote laser sources which can not be integrated in the head of the instrument due to their size. The laser pointing instrument-holder mounted on a cleaning-suction instrument is shown in figure 1 .c. The instrument-holder, with the surgical instrument inside, is held by the end-effector of the robot. It allows to project optical markers on the surgical scene. Three tiny light emitting diodes are fixed on the tip of the instrument to provide the optical markers needed to compute the depth information.
Robust Detection of Lasers Spots and Optical Markers
Robust detection of the geometric center of the projected laser spots in the image plane and detection of the image positions of the optical markers mounted on the instrument are needed in our system. Due to the complexity of the organ surface, laser spots may be occulted. Therefore a high redundancy factor is achieved by using at least four laser pointers. We have found in our experiments in vivo with four laser sources that the computation of the geometric center is always possible with a small bias even if three spots are occulted. Due to the viscosity of the organs, the surfaces are bright and laser spots are diffused. Therefore, the main difficulty is to precisely detect diffused laser points from the images speckle due to the ligthing conditions. A simple image binarization is not suitable. Our approach consists in synchronizing the laser sources with the image capture board in such a way that the laser spots are turned on during the even field of image frames and are turned off during the odd frames. In this manner, laser spots are visible one line out of two and can be robustly detected with a highpass spatial 2D FIR filter. Figure 2 shows images resulting from different steps of the image processing (original image -hightpass filteringthresholding and erosion -detected geometric center). Coordinates of the center of mass are then computed from the filtered image. Note that the motions of organs due to heart beat and breathing may be also extracted with this spatial filtering of the image interlacing. They act like noise on the computed geometric center. Therefore a lowpass time filtering is also applied on the center of mass coordinates to reduce this noise. The optical markers mounted on the instrument are also synchronized with the image capture board. In contrast with the laser sources, the three optical markers are turned on during the odd frames and turned off during the even frames. Using the same method of detection, the image of optical markers is extracted. Coordinates of the center of the markers are then obtained using an ellipse detection algorithm (see figure 3 .a).
Instrument Positioning with Visual Servoing
In laparoscopic surgery, instrument displacements are constrained to 4 DOF through an incision point. Only three rotations and one translation are allowed. Let R L be a frame of reference at the tip of the instrument and R C the camera frame (see figure 3.b) . We define the instrument's velocity vectoṙ
T where ω x , ω y and ω z are rotational velocities of frame R L with respect to camera frame R C expressed in R L and v z is the translational velocity of the instrument along the z L axis. In the case of a symmetrical instrument like the cleaning-suction instrument, it is not necessary to turn the instrument around its own axis to do the desired task. So only 3 DOF will be actuated for this kind of instrument and the operational space velocity vector is reduced toẆ op = (ω x ω y v z )
T . For a non symmetrical instrument like a clamping instrument, the rotational speed ω z can be kept in vectorẆ op . To perform a positioning of the instrument, the surgeon specifies the target point on the screen. The required visual features are image coordinates S p = (u p v p ) 
Depth Measurement
Adding optical markers on the tip of the instrument allows to measure the distance d 0 . We put 3 markers P 1 ,P 2 ,P 3 along the instrument axis in such a way that we can assume that P 1 ,P 2 ,P 3 are collinear with the center of mass of the laser spots P (see Figure 3 .a). Then, the projective cross-ratio τ (cf. [9] ) is computed from points P ,P 1 ,P 2 ,P 3 and their respective projection in order to estimate the depth d 0 :
. and
Interaction Matrix
To control the position of the instrument in the image plane, one needs to compute the Jacobian matrix J S which relates the visual features velocityṠ and the instrument velocityẆ op . This Jacobian matrix can be computed analytically if the camera is motionless and if the relative position of the instrument with respect to the camera can be measured as well as the depth variation (if the instrument is in the field of view). For safety reasons, it is not suitable that the laser spots centering error signals, (S * p − S p ), induces depth motions (v * z = 0). Furthermore, when the instrument is going up or down (v * z = 0), this motion does not induce an error on the laser spot centering. Therefore, it is recommended to choose the interaction matrix M I as follows:
The matrix A in (2) can be analytically computed from J S if the instrument is visible in the image. When it is not the case, as is stage 1 of the algorithm, this matrix is identified in an initial procedure. This initial identification procedure consists in applying a constant velocity reference signalẆ *
T during a short time interval ∆T . Small variations of laser spot image coordinates are measured and the estimation of A is given by A in (2) . The stability of the visual feedback loop is always guaranteed as long as A A −1 remains positive definite [10] . Should the laser spot centering performance degrades, it is always possible to start again the identification procedure.
Experiments
Experiments in real surgical conditions on living pigs were conducted in the operating room of IRCAD (see Figure 1 .a). The experimental surgical robotic task was the autonomous retrieval of a instrument not seen in the image and then its positioning at a desired 3-D position. We use a bi-processor PC computer (1.7 GHz) for image processing and for controlling, via a serial link, the surgical robot from ComputerMotion. A standard 50fps PAL endoscopic camera hold by a second robot (at standstill) is linked to a PCI image capture board that grabs grey-level images of the observed scene. For each image the center of mass of the laser spots is detected in about 20 ms. The successive steps in the autonomous retrieval and positioning procedure are as following:
Step 1: changing the orientation of the instrument by applying rotational velocity trajectories (on ω * x and ω * y ) in open loop to scan the organ surface with the laser spot until they appear in the endoscopic view.
Step 2: automatic identification of the interaction matrix A (cf.(2)).
Step 3: centering of the laser spots in the image by visual servoing.
Step 4: descent of the instrument by applying a velocity reference signal v * z in open loop until it appears in the image, keeping orientation servoing.
Step 5: real time estimation of the distance d 0 and depth servoing to reach the desired distance, keeping orientation servoing. We can notice a significant perturbation due to the breathing during the visual servoing. For robust identification purpose, we average several measurements of small displacements. This allows to reduce the effect of the breathing which acts like a disturbance. 
